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A STEWART PLATFORM AS A FBW FLIGHT CONTROL UNIT

Vasfi Emre ÖMÜRLÜ — İbrahim YILDIZ
∗

A variety of flight control units have been put into realization for navigational purposes of spatially moving vehicles
(SMV), which is mostly manipulated by 2 or 3 degrees-of-freedom (DOF) joysticks. Since motion in space consists of three
translational motions in forward, side and vertical directions and three rotational motions about these axis; with present
joystick interfaces, spatial vehicles has to employ more than one navigational control unit to be able to navigate on all
required directions. In this study, a 3×3 Stewart-Platform-based FBW (Fly-By-Wire) flight control unit with force feedback
is presented which will provide single point manipulation of any SMVs along three translational and about three rotational
axis. Within the frame of this paper, design, capability and the advantages of the novel system is mentioned. Kinematics
of a Stewart Platform (SP) mechanism employed and its motion potentials is presented by simulations and workspace of
the system is evaluated. Dynamic analysis by Bond-Graph approach will be mentioned. Mechatronic design of the complete
structure is discussed and force reflection capability of the system with simulations is pointed out using stiffness control.
Finally, the possible future work of the subject is discussed which may include the feasible solutions of the SP in terms of
size and safety when implementing inside a cockpit.

K e y w o r d s: flight control, stewart platform, spatial motion, force feedback control, bond-graph modeling, workspace
analysis

1 INTRODUCTION

Stewart Platform related researches have gradually in-

creased since it was first used as a flight simulator in 1965,

[1]. In general, these studies are kinematic analysis of the

parallel mechanisms (forward/inverse kinematic analysis,

[2–6]), dynamic behavior, [7], control, [8–10], design of dif-

ferent simulators, [11, 12], and manufacturing, [4]. Among

these, especially, kinematic analysis research for mecha-

nisms resulting simpler mathematical solutions to reduce

computation time is very significant.

Inverse/direct dynamics of SP mechanisms is also very

important area since it establishes the connection be-

tween input force/torque and output positional motion

data. Both Newton-Euler [13] and Lagrange Methods,

[14], are employed for forward and inverse dynamics so-

lutions by several researchers. Additionally, the Bond-

Graph Method is employed for dynamic modeling of an

SP mechanism utilizing energy bonds between elements

as in [15]. Workspace and singularity analysis is another

research area of these mechanisms and since forward kine-

matics of parallel mechanisms are problematic, various

solutions have been proposed, [5, 16].

Stewart Platform based systems are also employed in

haptic applications and in surgical simulators, [6, 17]. Al-

though flight and surgical simulator applications of par-

allel mechanisms are present, SP has not been used as

a man-machine interface to manipulate vehicles perform-

ing spatial motion. Especially, since linear dc actuators

are very fast in response time, their utilization in parallel

mechanisms will result in very transparent haptic man-

machine interface.

In this study, linear dc motor actuated 3 × 3 SP as a
man-machine interface is proposed as a means of mecha-
tronic design, kinematic analysis and simulation environ-
ment to manipulate SMVs allowing force feedback ca-
pability so that environmental forces acting on the ma-
nipulated vehicle can be reflected to the user. Through
the paper, first, suitability of the SP mechanism to ma-
nipulate SMVs is discussed. Following the analysis of SP
mechanism for kinematics and dynamics, workspace of
the system is investigated and the parameters affecting
the workspace which are related to the manipulated ve-
hicle are discussed. Then, mechatronic design issues and
force control of the mechanism is presented. Lastly, the
possible future work of the subject is mentioned.

2 STEWART PLATFORM AND ITS

CAPACITY AS A FLIGHT CONTROL UNIT

2.1 SP Mechanism

Many applications related to physical simulation of
spatial motion have been performed since the first emer-
gence of Stewart Platform based parallel mechanisms.
The Stewart Platform (SP) is a parallel robotic mech-
anism, which is mostly used for simulating flight patterns
of flying objects and is employed in manufacturing in-
dustry where spatial motion is needed for complicated
surface machining. It has a moving upper plate and sta-
tionary lower plate and six parallel-connected actuator
legs attached to these plates which enable the upper plate
for spatial motion. In present study, 3 × 3 SP is used in
which six legs are connected to upper platform at three
points and are connected to the lower stationary plat-
form at three points as well. Since the moving plate of
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Fig. 1. Front, up and side views of a helicopter and an SP mecha-
nism as a flight control unit

Fig. 2. State of ascending, hovering and descending of a helicop-
copter with SP-based flight control

the mechanism is capable of spatial motion, this system
can be used to manipulate vehicles in space like a six
DOF joystick instead of employing a lower DOF mecha-
nism which engages more than one hand of the pilot. Be-
cause during any flight, excessive controls and situations
of importance should be considered at once, navigating
the vehicle completely with one hand should reserve sin-
gle unique significance.

2.2 Spatial Motion Manipulation by an SP

Pilots generally have to interact with more than one
manipulation unit in order to manage the navigation of
SMVs. For instance, a lever, a pedal and a collective is
employed to control a helicopter, Fig. 1. The collective
arm provides ascending and descending motion of the
helicopter in z, vertical, direction, Fig. 2. There exists
a gas arm on top of the collective in order to provide
instantaneous power to the vehicle. Pedals are used for
rolling motion around z axis, Fig. 3, and the lever is for
pitch and yaw motion of the helicopter, Fig. 4.

A standard 3 × 3 SP mechanism with force feedback,
apparently, allows the user to manipulate any SMV. The
user employs the lever on the SP to move the mechanism.
The motion of the SP is interpreted by an interface in
order to obtain desired positional/directional motions of

the vehicle. In the pictorial representations on Figs. 1–4,
basic motions of the vehicle is shown on a manipulator
placed on the left of a helicopter. Instantaneous collective
motion is obtained through using the SP.

Fig. 3. Roll motion of a helicopter performed by an SP mechanism
as a flight control unit

Fig. 4. Pitch and yaw motion of a helicopter by an SP mechanism
as a flight control unit

3 KINEMATICS AND

DYNAMICS OF THE 3X3 SP

An experimental setup of 3 × 3 SP and the physical
model of the SP mechanism is shown in Fig. 5.

The experimental setup and the model has six linear
motors as actuators. Each actuator is attached to the up-
per platform and the lower platform by spherical joints.
Upper part of the SP mechanism performs following mo-
tions:

Linear motion along xP , yP and zP axis; tx , ty , tz
respectively.

Rotation around xP , yP and zP axis; γ , ϑ , ν respec-
tively.

It is assumed that:

• Center of gravity of upper platform is located at the
origin of the mobile frame.

• Center of gravity of actuators is located about a dis-
tance of the 2/3 of the total actuator length from the
lower connection point.

• Bearing frictions and gravitational forces are present
on the system.

The parallel interaction between actuators causes an-
gular velocities on each leg.
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Fig. 5. The 3× 3 SP — Experimental Setup and the Physical Model
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Fig. 6. Positions of the Oi points and the mi

Fig. 7. Complex kinematic vector bond-graph model of the SP
mechanism

3.1 Kinematics of the 3× 3 SP

Forward and inverse kinematics of the platform is con-
sidered in which the former one is more complicated one
for parallel mechanisms where the moving upper plat-
form rotational and directional data should be calculated
by the use of leg lengths, Li . It is to be assumed that
the connection points of the stationary, Bi , and moving
platforms, Pi , with respect to the reference axis of the
lower platform, T , and the reference axis of the upper
platform, P , respectively, are all known.

For inverse kinematics, the position of the connection
points of the upper platform, Pi , needs to be calculated
with respect to T using the rotation matrix, R , and the

position vector, t , of the P with respect to T .

Pi = Rpi + t . (1)

Forward kinematics aims to find the t vector and rota-
tions of the upper platform based on the Li values and
the boundary conditions of constant edge lengths of the
stationary platform. On the plane of each adjacent and
connecting leg on Pi , Oi is the projection point of the
upper connection point on the edges of the lower plat-
form and φi is the angle between the mi and the lower
platform plane. In this calculation, Oi , mi and ωi values
are the parameters in the equations where ωi is the unit
vector along mi which depends on βi and φi angles. βi

are the angles between the stationary x-axis and the line
between T and Oi , Fig. 6. As a result, three nonlinear
equations with three unknowns appear and φi are calcu-
lated through Bezout matrix. Then, placing the results in
previous equations, Pi can be found.

Kinematics of the platform is also represented through
Bond-Graph technique. Translational and rotational ve-
locities along and about the actuators can be expressed
by the terms of upper platform velocities.

In Equation (2) and (3), the angular velocity of upper
platform multiplies by the first, second and third columns
of KLi and Kθi same as the linear velocity of upper
platform multiplies by the fourth, fifth and sixth columns
of KLi and Kθi .

�
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[

KLi
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Li
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Fig. 8. Spherical joint of SP mechanism

In complete model, each parallel energy ports have 12
energy bonds and each leg has different translational and
rotational velocities. A new model is developed to under-
stand the relationship between the kinematic structure of
the system and the physical model as in Fig. 7.

3.2. Dynamics of the 3×3 SP and Bond – Graph

Approach

Attaching the physical elements of the system to the
kinematic model, dynamic Bond-Graph model of SP
mechanism can be obtained.

When two or more inertial elements are attached to “1
port, system state variables become dependent and this
causes derivative causality problem. This means, inde-
pendent velocities of these elements becomes dependent
velocities and this problem results in an implicit differ-
ential equation which may cause numerical problems in
solution. This problem can be solved by transforming in-
ertial elements of dependent velocities to the ports of in-
dependent velocities. Therefore, inertial elements should
be reduced to the ports of independent velocity ports as a
virtual inertia matrix and a gyristor element. Dependent
velocities, independent velocities and inertial velocities
of the system should be defined before reducing the sys-
tem. Translational and rotational velocity of legs can be
chosen as dependent velocities, therefore upper platforms
translational and rotational velocities can be chosen as
independent velocities. All dependent and independent
velocities can be chosen as inertial velocities.

All inertial elements of the system should be defined
with a single inertia matrix before obtaining virtual iner-
tial matrix and gyrator element. Inertial elements should
be arranged using inertial velocity matrix.

The actuation of the system is based on linear DC
actuators which are chosen as legs of the SP mechanism.
Each linear motor is mounted to mobile and stationary
platform by spherical joints, Fig. 8. The gravitational
effect on legs and upper platform are modeled by effort
sources, and the actuation inputs of the legs are modeled
by effort sources.

Resultant dynamics of the SP mechanism in state-
space form may be represented as

d

dt
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Here, the state variables are the translational/rotational
velocities of the upper platform and the motor currents.
U represents inputs to the system which includes gravita-
tional effects and the excitation voltages to DC motors.

3.3 Workspace Analysis

Workspace of a kinematic mechanism is the reachable
max volume of the center of moving platform, P and sev-
eral factors affect the workspace of the system: a) actu-
ator, leg, lengths has direct effect on the workspace of
the mechanism, b) actuator diameter, especially, is em-
ployed in collision conditions and the effective diameter
is calculated from rki sinφi in which rk is one of the two
leg diameters and the φi is angle between the leg and
the vertical axis, [18], c) angular position capability of
the joints is one of the most important limitations of the
workspace, d) singularity points [19, 20].

Since related equations are in simpler form, inverse
kinematics equations are utilized in order to determine
the workspace capability of the SP mechanism. Possible
workspace is divided into certain number of points and
legs are actuated in simulations for these target points
so that reachable ones can be identified after applying
boundary conditions.

In order to determine the workspace of the mecha-
nism for certain parameters, a versatile analysis should
be considered. Though overall affecting parameters of the
workspace for an SP is 48, [21], assuming a workspace
consisting of only points, no rotations of the upper plat-
form, no positional data about these workspace points,
and circular pattern of upper and lower platform connec-
tion locations, ri and Ri respectively, these parameters
may be reduced to r and R ,radius of mobile and station-
ary platform connection points to the motors,[22].

With the use of vectorial relations of T and P , an el-
liptical equation which relates r and R , is obtained that
can be used for numerical workspace analysis. Since re-
quired motion capabilities of any SMV in different direc-
tions as a means of positioning and speeding may vary,
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Fig. 9. Spherical, ellipsoid and egg-like workspace to be fit into the overall workspace of the SP

Fig. 10. The collection of r and R values (+) which satisfies the
spherical workspace radius of 56 mm

a three types of workspaces is approached, Fig. 9. On
the left side of the figure, it is explicitly shown that the
spherical workspace to be reached is fit into the overall
workspace of the SP. The solution of mentioned elliptical
equation provides the design parameters of r and R for
the required workspace. For example, Fig. 10 gives the
possible combination of r and R radius which will result
in a spherical workspace of 56 mm radius.

4 MECHATRONIC DESIGN

AND FORCE CONTROL

4.1 The System

As seen on Fig. 11, the system consists of a lever (A),
a six axis force/torque transducer (B) of ATI nano25, a
motion control card interface (C) of NI UMI-7774, a six
axis motion control card (D) of NI PCI-7356, a PC, linear
motor drivers of E210-VF (E), and a 3 × 3 SP. Lever
is rigidly assembled to the force/torque transducer while
the transducer is also rigidly assembled to the Stewart
Platform so that force/torque interaction between the
lever and the SP is fully measurable. The force/torque
transducer, linear motor drivers and the motion control
cards data signal cables are connected to motion control
card interface.

The forces/torques that are applied to the lever by
the user to manipulate the SMV, are sensed by the
force/torque transducer, (three axis of force and three
axis of torque) and converted to the analogue voltage
data (±10 volts) separately for each axis. Then this data
is sent to the motion control cards analogue inputs. The
motion control cards ADCs converts the analogue data
to sixteen bits of digital data. The software that is writ-
ten for this system gets the digital data and converts it
to numerical values of forces and torques. By this way
the software interprets the pilots control commands (or
more understably, in which direction in space s/he in-
tends moving/rotating to) and calculates the values for
the motion control card to produce the analogue voltage
output which also takes into account of the disturbances
like wind and inertial forces. The software uses inverse
kinematics to calculate the legs lengths.

Since linear dc actuator drivers is run under force/torque
mode, the ±10 Volts of signals is sent to linear motors
drivers to convert the data to actuating forces by control-
ling the motors current in which full control capability is
transferred to the control designer comparing to velocity
mode where internal velocity control algorithms of the
drivers are heavily used. The encoder data of selectable
resolutions (1 mm→ 1µm) from the auxiliary encoder
output of the driver is used for positional feedback pur-
poses. The software developed in Visual Basic utilizes this
data for closed loop control of the system.

By these complicated control mechanisms, the pilot
feels the external forces through the lever which is act-
ing on the vehicle like controlling with former controllers
unless the air vehicle does not navigate in ideal surround-
ings.

4.2 Force Control by Stiffness Control Assisting

the User

A stiffness control algorithm for force feedback pur-
poses, [24], is applied to Sim-mechanics based dynamic
model of 3 × 3 SP manipulator. As placed in the real
system mentioned in previous section, it is assumed that
there is a force/torque sensor mounted over the moving
platform which measures the force/torque interaction be-
tween the user and the moving platform. Also, the stiff-
ness of the environment (in this case user constitutes the
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Fig. 11. General components of the overall Stewart Platfom mechatronic system

environment) is given by KFP, Fig. 12. As a result, force
data is transformed into position data using basic linear
spring equation of F = Kx . After deriving platform posi-
tions, lengths of each leg are obtained from inverse kine-
matics method. Classical proportional integral derivate
(PID) type controller is applied to each leg, separately.

Fig. 12. Stiffness Control of SP Mechanism with Force Feedback
where proportional-integral-derivative control is employed

Figure 13 shows the input force and output trajectory.
Sinusoidal external forces of 30 N in magnitude with 90
degree phase for each x and y axis is applied to the
system and response of the SP mechanism on the left
is received. Since, in our application, motion assistance
is intended, the user should not feel any forces/torques
when using the lever as if s/he was driving the SMV
(through SP mechanism) in free space with no distur-
bance. Figure 14 shows the error between applied and re-
action forces of the manipulator. This figure also indicates
that reaction forces of SP Mechanism is almost equal to
the applied forces acting on manipulator pointing that
close approximation is reached to free space simulation
with raw control parameters.

5 CONCLUSION

In this study, a diverse use of SP mechanism is in-
troduced in which the potential of spatial motion simu-
lation of the SP mechanism is reflected to the manipu-
lation of SMVs. Though versatile use of SP mechanism

is present from manufacturing to spatial motion simula-

tion, manipulating vehicles in space by this mechanism

with force feedback has been left untouched. Because of

the complexity of the mechanism and of the intended

area of usage, various aspects of the mechanism need to

be analyzed. Kinematics and resultant workspace anal-

ysis is carried out in order to maximize the spherical

workspace of the mechanism, in spite of the fact that

possible workspaces of different shapes is also suggested

depending on the motion capabilities of the vehicle to

be manipulated. Dynamic analysis of the system is per-

formed through a non-classical approach, Bond – Graph

technique, which directly provides system equations in

nonlinear state-space equations giving the designer better

chance to reach the control solutions and dynamic anal-

ysis. Mechatronic design of the real system is presented

in which the overall system components are presented in

detail. Since the platform is utilized as a spatial joystick

with some certain weight and internal damping of the

bearings, first, the moving platform is to be stationed on

a mid-point when not used or in auto-pilot, then, moving

the upper platform should not require any extra effort

for the user, “assisted-user mode. Thus, a stiffness con-

trol as a free space simulator is proposed with a classical

PID controller and the results of the response of the sys-

tem as a means of the reflected force to the users hand

is provided. Several steps needs to be taken in order to

finalize this research, some of which are, kinematically, to

determine the workspace requirements of the real cock-

pit controllers for various SMVs, to investigate different

force control algorithms for better force transparency and

to search for an optimized mechanical and mechatronical

design approach to reach a more feasible solutions that

fits into the intended vehicle.
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Fig. 13. Output Positional Trajectory and Input Force of Stiffness
Controller
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